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SPORTS

This is the Wright's Lake
story.
a For the last several years
we have heard both mumbles
f and chuckles about this beauty spot nestled in the shadow
3
of the Pyramid Range, about
eight miles off Highway 50. A
f rough but passable road leads
to the camp ground and cabin
sites surrounding this gem
3
and hundreds of outdoors lovers find relaxation in , its quiet
grandeur and scenic restful§
3
5
3

years a new experimental
planting program of fingerlings is being conducted.
Cooperation Is Sought

Plants of catchable rainbows have given no appreciable return. Prior to this, fingerling releases showed only
a minor creel take. The new
program, strictly on an experimental basis, consists of several sizable releases of both
brook and brown trout fingerlings was as many marked as
possible. This experiment will
need the cooperation of all anglers. Scale samples and creel
take should be reported to authorized persons before leaving the area. This will greatly
help in finding the answer to
BY/a/54dt? better fishing in this gem. Results of the experiment may
ANGLING FOR FUN
have far reaching effects on
other waters with similiar
6
problems.
3)124
yditi iti
To those who have not traversed
the flower studded
■
Ill
meadows along Silver Creek
A to ‘i,* k.,4 A
or seen a morning reflection
or the moonlight shimmer on
•
...a.
ih,
tamarack lined Wright's Lake,
PERHAPS TOO MUCH EMPHASIS IS
we suggest the short drive off
PLACED UPON A UMIT CATCH OF
Highway 50 east of Kyburz.
FISH, COMPELLING AN ANGLER TO
This area is unspoiled. There
GET HIS EACH TIME IN DEFENSE
OF HIS REPUTATION. UNLESS FISH
is no commercialization and
ARE OVERABUNDANT (SELDOM
both campers and home ownSO IN MOST OF NORTH AMERICA),
ers agree it should be kept this
THIS MEANS WORK TO SUCCEED,
way.
AND DISAPPOINTMENT WHEN YOU
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FAIL. THIS TAKES THE FUN OUT OF
YOUR SPORT. SO DEVELOP YOUR
ANGLING TO ITS ARTFUL RIGHT.
THEN YOU CAN RELEASE FISH AS
YOU LIKE, KEEP A FEW TO TAKE
HOME, BE SATISFIED WITH YOUR
ABILITY AND = 41:•"'"°""''"
HAVE MORE
FUN. YOU
6.26
WON'T BE
COMPETING
WITH ANYONE
BUT YOURSELF.
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ness each season. Wright's
Lake is the gateway to many
hike in spots such as China
Flat, Barrett Lake, the headwaters of the Rubicon River
and Smith Lake. It also is
the back door to Desolation
Valley, one of the most scenic
hikes you can make.
Rumor Is Denied
Word got around to the effect that harmony between
summer campers and home
owners was somewhat off
key. This has happened in certain congested areas but we
assure you it is not true in 1 1

thiscae.AEmryBol
of 1641 10th Avenue, Sacra-1./0 \1
mento, so ably put it: "I'm a A
member of the Wright's Lake 'A\o"
Home 0 w n e r s Association
and as far as we're concerned,
we feel campers are as welcome up here as we are. We
all have a share in this beautiful spot. Too, I've made some
mighty fine friends who come
up and camp summer after
summer. I think you'll find we
all feel the same way." And
believe me, they do, for Carl
Owen also made this point
strong.
Tom Maybrey of Placerville, a summer camper,
speaking for himself and for
J. H. Long, Vincent Allen and
Rolland Younger, volunteered:
"I've been camping and fishing at Wright's Lake for 20
seasons. Even killed a few pt;
bucks on Blue Mountain. It
gets pretty congested in the
forest service camp ground at
times, especially on weekends
and holidays, but things run lin .11
smoothly as a rule. The few
people who gripe or get rl
'
peeved are the ones who don't /
understand how to enjoy a
swell spot like the Wright's In, 37:
Lake area. They usually don't Au
stay long anyway."
The need for enlarged camp- A;113
ing facilities is well recognized by the forest service
and we understand that as l eiici;
soon as equipment and funds
are available this will be done. „
Another source of worry to
anglers was the report that gen
catchable trout would not be
planted. This report was substantiated by Jack Frazier,
fisheries management supervisor for the department of
fish and game. In place of
these plants w,hich have been
made during the past two

